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l ast summer, while visiting my home state of Ohio, I discovered 
Cleveland-based jewelry designer Michelle Pajak-Reynolds. I was captivated by  
the flowing tassels of her “Hypatia” collection, a series of pieces inspired 
by an ancient female astronomer. As I have long been enthralled with 
the moon and stars, I wondered how many other metalsmiths and jewelry 
artists have also been inspired by them. I came to learn that it is quite a 
common subject. Whether through symbolic representation or the use  
of actual celestial objects, the unfathomable heavens have long captivated 
the human imagination. 

Archeological digs have uncovered ornaments crafted into planets and stars.  
A scarab in one of King Tut’s necklaces is made from Libyan desert glass, thought 
to be a meteoritic material. During the late 19th century, Halley’s Comet 
jewelry was all the rage, and many brooches in that period were fashioned into 
colorful comets. Newer materials such as titanium and polymer, created to serve 
the space program, have brought further innovation to jewelry design. 

A wonderful selection of celestial jewels can be seen in Los Angeles’s 
Griffith Observatory, in their “Cosmic Connection” jewelry exhibit. And last 
year The Forbes Galleries in New York showed “Out of this World: Jewelry  
in the Space Age,” an exhibition that will travel to several U.S. cities in 2015.  
The pieces that I chose to showcase here reveal the vast ways the heavens  
have both directly and indirectly inspired jewelry designers. 

Leslie Jordan Clary is a jewelry and gem writer who lives near Reno, Nevada.
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wa ll ace ch a n
Ring Mon Reve (ring), 2014 
titanium, green tourmaline 
rubellite, green tourmaline, 
diamond, tsavorite garnet,  
pink sapphire, lapis lazuli

Cartier Lunar Landing Module, 1969
yellow and white gold, black 
lacquer, enamels
photo courtesy nils her m a nn, 
c a rt ier collect ion 



Comet Brooch, vintage, n.d.
From “Cosmic Connection” 
exhibition at Griffith Observatory, 
Los Angeles 
photo: ron mer lo

l inda roux
Saturnalia, 2014
Herkimer diamond, agate, mystic 
pyrite, vintage chandelier glass, 
gold-filled and gold vermeil beads; 
gold-filled chain and clasp
length 21" 
photo: l inda roux

michelle paja k-r ey nolds
Nimbus, from “Hypatia”  
collection, 2014
sterling silver, pyrite, glass beads
necklace 18"
photo: jul ie sta nley



lor ena l a za r d
Origen 02 (brooch), 2014
iron, pure silver, enamel, soil, 
polymer clay
4 x 23 ⁄8 x 3 ⁄4"
photo: paolo gor i

a ngel a tölk en 
Momentary Unison (brooch), 2007–08
sterling silver, 18k yellow gold
width 2 1 ⁄8"
photo: a ngel a®, 2008

ezr a satok-wolm a n 
Quasar, brooch, 2014 
18k white gold, 19k yellow 
gold, Tahitian pearl,  
natural pink diamonds
diameter 2 1 ⁄4"
photo: ezr a satok-wolm a n



r einhold z iegler 
Weathered fusion crusted meteorite, 
2014

a r ata fuchi
Heliopause 2, 2013
sterling silver, silver powder, gold, 
fine silver, oidized shakudo
1 5 ⁄8 x 1 1 ⁄2 x 7 ⁄8"
photo: a r ata fuchi

pa ll av i ga ndhi
Under the Night Sky brooch, 2014
sterling silver, cubic zirconia
3 x 1 3 ⁄4"
photo: pa nk aj mishr a 


